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Abstract— One issue with today’s Internet is that it only supports best-
effort service; hence Internet users often experience unpredicted delay. De-
ployment of new real-time, highly reliable applications that require fixed
delay bound on packets, such as remote surgery, become very difficult.
Communication environment that can assert a strict delay bound will help
estimate the worst-case execution time of distributed real-time applications.

This paper revises a flaw in estimation of delay bound and an incorrect
proof for of a non-preemptive Earliest Deadline First (EDF) packet schedul-
ing algorithm used in packet scheduling for implementing real-time com-
munication services in packet-switching network described in [1,2,3], which
is one of few seminal works on guaranteed service in packet-switching net-
work. We discuss the found flaw then correct the error and provide a sub-
stitute proof for this new correction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time communication and quality of service of network-
ing have been an active research topic for decades [4,5,6,7,1,2,3,
8, 9]. Real-time communication plays an important role in sup-
porting several real-time applications such as remote surgery,
online conference, Internet game and multimedia applications.
However, today’s Internet has difficulty supporting those appli-
cations due to its unpredictable delay.

Packets in packet-switching network from different sources
can be routed to go through shared communication links. This
can easily result in congested condition that makes packets
dropped or experience unpredicted delay. Thus, a scheme for
establishing real-time communication channels and scheduling
packets to meet their end-to-end delay requirements becomes
essential [4, 5, 6, 7].

Hard real-time systems often require very strict delay bound,
if one task misses a deadline, a severe accident might happen.
Estimating wrong worst-case execution time, thus, can cause se-
vere effects. In 1990s, Ferrari et al. published a series of papers
[1, 2, 3] proposing a model for guaranteeing delays in packet-
switching network using EDF [10]. Those papers use the term
Earliest Due Date (EDD) for EDF, however, we use EDF for it
is more popular. Those papers also show a method for estimat-
ing of delay bounds for packets at each node when using EDF
scheduling algorithm, from the delay bounds at each node, the
end-to-end delays of real-time packets can be computed. How-
ever, those papers contain a severe flaw in incorrect delay bound
estimation and the proof for the estimation [1] is not satisfactory.

In this paper, we show the flaw, discuss the reason leading
to the flaw and propose a solution to correct the flaw. This
non-preemptive EDF scheduling algorithm is not only useful for
packet scheduling, but also applicable to several other applica-
tions like I/O scheduling, multitasking scheduling since it incurs
lower scheduling overhead than preemptive EDF1. This paper is

1High scheduling overhead renders preemptive EDF less implemented in

organized as follows: First, we summarize the main concepts of
the papers [1, 2, 3] in Section II. Then we will show a counter
example and discuss the source of error of the original proof
by Ferrari et al. in Section III-A. Finally, we correct the flaw
with new delay bound estimation with a substitute proof in Sec-
tion III-B.

II. PROBLEM SUMMARY

This section is devoted to summarizing the main ideas and
algorithms of the work on real-time communication services in
packet-switching network in [1, 2, 3].

A. Packet-Switching Network

Fig. 1
MODEL OF NETWORK.

Figure 1 shows the model of a packet-switching network, in
which K channels from 1 to K all going through node n to link
l to node n + 1. The packets of those channels are multiplexed
to going through link l. Packets will interact with each other
resulting in delay of packets at node n since some packets have
to wait for other packets to finish.

This is a store-forward network, in which a node only for-
wards a packet when it receives the entire packet. A packet is
said to depart a node when it is completely forwarded to next
node. A packet is said to arrive at a node when it is completely
received by the node.

When a real-time channel is set up in a network, it has to
declare its end-to-end delay requirement. The end-to-end delay
requirement is then broken into local delays at each node on the
path from the source node to the destination node.

We define the local delay of a channel i at a node n as di,n.
Then the end-to-end delay Di ≥

∑N
j=1 di,j where the path is

from source node 1 to destination node N .

practice
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B. Real-time Channels

In [1], each real-time channel has a declared traffic charac-
teristics and performance requirements at the time of channel
establishment. Hence, each real-time channel will be associated
with the following parameters:
• xmin,i is the minimum packet interval time between two suc-
cessive packets of a real-time channel i that the channel com-
mits.
• smax,i is the maximum packet size of channel i.
• ti,n is the maximum service time for a packet of channel i at
node n.

We focus on deterministic channels that have packets of each
real-time channel can never have delay greater than the delay
end-to-end bound D. Packets of deterministic channels require
strict a delay bound.

From those parameters, the following algorithms will verify if
it is possible to establish a new real-time channel on an existing
packet-switching network.

C. Original Algorithms

C.1 Link Utilization:

Suppose that the link l is from node n to node n + 1. The
maximum utilization of each real-time channel i over any link
is computed as:

Ui =
ti,n
xmin,i

(1)

The total utilization of a link can never exceed 100% so the total
utilization of all channels over a link l cannot exceed 1:∑

i∈l

Ui =
∑
f∈l

ti,n
xmin,i

≤ 1 (2)

Whenever a link wants to admit a new channel through it, it
has to test if its total utilization including the utilization of the
new channel exceeds 1 or not. If the link’s total utilization will
exceed 1 when the link admits a new channel, it rejects the new
channel.

C.2 Packet Scheduling:

The EDF algorithm is used for packet scheduling at each
node. Suppose that at each intermediate node j on the path from
source to destination, the EDF scheduling algorithm can guar-
antee a bounded delay di,j assigned to each packet of channel
i. The deadline for a packet p of a channel i at each node is
computed as:

dlp,n = gp +
n∑

j=1

di,j (3)

Where gp is the time the packet p departs the source node.
The above deadline is used for the deadline-based algorithm, in
which the packet with closest deadline will be selected to for-
ward first.

C.3 Delay Bound Test

Suppose that there areK channels going through node n, they
are then divided into two sets:
• U : the set of all channels i whose the assigned delay bound
di,n <

∑K
j=1 tj,n.

• V : the set of all channels i whose the assigned delay bound
di,n ≥

∑K
j=1 tj,n.

U =

i | i = 1, . . . , u; di,n <

K∑
j=1

tj,n

 (4)

V =

k | k = u+ 1, . . . ,K; dk,n ≥
K∑

j=1

tj,n

 (5)

The following assumption is used to derive the delay bound
for packets of each channel.

Scheduling assumption 1: Without loss of generality, we as-
sume that U has u channels numbered from 1 through u in the
order in which their packets would be scheduled by the EDF
algorithm if they arrive at the same instant: channel 1 will be
the one whose packet would be shipped first, channel u the one
whose packet would be shipped last.

We quote the proof of Theorem 1 by Ferrari et al. described
and proved in [1] here so that readers can take a close look at
it. However, readers can skip the proof temporarily and move to
the next section on discussion of the algorithm flaw.

If the condition (6) holds, then the Theorem 1 shows the
scheduling feasibility to guarantee the delay bound in (7).

xmin,i ≥
K∑

j=1

tj,n, (i = 1, . . . ,K) (6)

The condition (6) basically means that when estimating the
delay bound for a packet at a node, each channel has at most
one packet.

Theorem 1: . [Ferrari et al] Scheduler saturation is impossi-
ble if and only if:

di,n ≥
i∑

j=1

tj,n + T (7)

Where T is the largest of the service times of packets of any
channels other than channels in U .

Proof: Since we have excluded the possibility of node sat-
uration even in the worst case (i.e., when all the channels we
are considering are carrying packets at their maximum rates
1/xmin,j), there cannot be any buildup of queues in time; we
can therefore assume that the node is empty when we start ex-
amining arrival patterns, and call time 0 the instant at which the
first packet arrives at the node. Arrival times can be assumed to
be arbitrary, since channels are supposed to be independent of
each other; the dependencies that may result from the sharing
of an input link by two or more channels can only improve the
situation, as this sharing serializes arrivals on those channels at
the node. Packets arriving on a given channel after the first we
consider are not independent of that first: the second packet on
channel j will in the worst case arrive xmin,j time units after the
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first packet on the same channel. Because of assumptions (6),
no deadline for a subsequent packet will fall within the interval
between time 0 and time

∑
t =

∑K
j=1 tj,n. Subsequent packets

can therefore be ignored in this proof.
• Only if part. We prove that, if condition (7) is not satisfied for
some i , there is at least one arrival pattern that causes scheduler
saturation. Let a packet with a service time T arrive at time 0,
and packets from all other channels numbered 1 through u arrive
at time 0+. Then, the packet on channel i will be completely
shipped only at time

∑
t+T , which is greater than its deadline

di,n.
• if part. We prove that, if conditions (7) are all satisfied, there
cannot be scheduler saturation. Let the packet on channel i ar-
rive at time 0; in this case, its latest possible departure time is∑i

j=1 tj,n < di,n. If it arrives at 0+, the latest departure time is∑i
j=1 tj,n + T ≤ dj,n. With an arrival time between 0+ and T ,

the maximum time spent by the packet in the node is less than
di,n. Arriving at T+, this maximum time is

∑i
j=1 tj,n < di,n,

and later arrivals yield even smaller maximum times. 2

The above proof by Ferrari et al. is unsatisfactory and the
delay bound estimated in (7) is incorrect. We will discuss in the
next section.

III. PROBLEM REVISION

In this section, we show the flaw of the Theorem 1 by a
counter example. We then discuss the source of the flaw and
correct the flaw.

A. Flaw Discussion

The Theorem 1 not only estimates packet delay bound incor-
rectly, but also only shows that there is some scheduling order
that can satisfy the delay bound and does not show that the EDF
scheduling algorithm with the above deadline assignments can
satisfy the delay in (7). There is no clear connection between
the proof and EDF. Note that EDF is optimal if it is preemptive,
however, packet scheduling, in this case, is non-preemptive so
schedulability does not imply that EDF can achieve that.

A.1 Counter Example

Without difficulty, we can come up with a counter example
for the original Theorem 1 in [1] by showing that it cannot guar-
antee the delay bound computed by (7).

In equation (7), T is defined to be “the largest of the service
times of packets that may traverse the node but do not travel on
channels in the set U”. This definition makes the delay bound
estimation (7) wrong because, suppose that a packet pk of chan-
nel k > i in the set of U that has service time tk,n = di,n + 10.
Note that we can set tk,n = di,n + 10 because k > i and chan-
nel k is in the set U , in case k < i, we cannot do so since
di,n ≥

∑i
j=1 tj,n + T ≥ tk,n. Let π be the start of send-

ing packet pk, and pi packet of channel i arrives at time π + 1.
Then the completion of sending the packet pk is π + tk,n so
the packet pi of channel i has to wait at node n for at least
(π+tk,n)−(π+1). However, (π+tk,n)−(π+1) = tk,n−1 =
(di,n +10)− 1 = di,n +9 > di,n, then the packet pi of channel
i has to wait more than its delay bound, therefore it will miss its
deadline.

A.2 Proof Discussion

We can correct the above issue by setting T to the largest
possible service time of packets of any channel j > i, which
means that T = supj>i{tj,n}. Here we define sup{∅} = 0 then
(7) becomes:

di,n ≥
i∑

j=1

tj,n + sup
j>i
{tj,n} (8)

Note that now we cannot set tk,n = di,n + 10 any more be-
cause di,n ≥ tk,n ∀1 ≤ i, k ≤ K.

However, even though after correcting T like that, the equa-
tion (8) is not automatically true, and we cannot apply the proof
by Ferrari et al. as it does not reflect all possible situations.

We are not convinced by the proof of the Theorem 1 in [1]
that was quoted in Section II-C.3 because, in the proof, Ferrari
et al. have made an assumption that is not really true: “Since
we have excluded the possibility of node saturation even in the
worst case (i.e., when all the channels we are considering are
carrying packets at their maximum rates 1/xmin,j), there can-
not be any buildup of queues in time; we can therefore assume
that the node is empty when we start examining arrival patterns,
and call time 0 the instant at which the first packet arrives at
the node”. There cannot not be any buildup of queues in time,
however, queues are still temporarily built up since packets still
have to wait to be serviced, therefore we cannot “assume that
the node is empty when we start examining arrival patterns”.

This wrong assumption leads to a wrong proof since it does
not reflect all possible situations of packets. As we can see from
the proof, worst case delay

∑i
j=1 tj,n + T of a packet pi of

channel i, only accounts for service time of packets of channels
from 1 to i, as a packet of any channel j < i arrives at the
same instant with pi, it will be forwarded before pi, and only one
packet of another channel that is being sent 2. This estimation
is not automatically true, since it is possible there exist two or
more packets of two or more channels other than channels from
1 to i, those packets are queueing in the node and have deadlines
closer than the deadline of pi so they are should be forwarded
earlier.

In proof of Theorem 1, Ferrari et al. have implicitly assumed
or only considered that packets of channels in the set of U all
arrive at the same instant. With this implicit assumption, the
authors have neglected the effect of some packets of channels
in the set U that arrive early can affect the delays of packets
of other channels in the set U . This wrong implicit assumption
leads to wrong estimation of bounded delay as we saw above.

Furthermore, the proof of the Theorem 1 only shows that
scheduler saturation is impossible. This means that there exists
a scheduling order of packets that the delay bound at each node
can be satisfied, however, the proof does not show that the EDF
scheduling algorithm can do that. EDF scheduling algorithm is
optimal if it is preemptive [11], but packet scheduling in [1,2,3]
is non-preemptive. The proof of the Theorem 1 does not show
any relationship between the scheduling feasibility and the EDF
scheduler.

2Note that ti,n is added up to the service time of pi since the delay is from
one packet’s arrival time till the completion of sending the packet
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Fig. 2
TRAFFIC PATTERN DISTORTION

B. Flaw Correction

B.1 Delay Bound Estimation

We use the condition (10) to easy the process of estimating the
delay bound. However, we do not use the Scheduling assump-
tion 1 that makes assumptions for only channels in the set of U .
We realize that there is no clear reason to split the K channels
going through node n into two setsU and V as in Section II-C.3.
Instead, we make a scheduling assumption for all K channels.

Scheduling assumption 2: Without loss of generality, we as-
sume that K channels numbered from 1 through K in the order
in which their packets would be scheduled by the EDF algo-
rithm if they arrive at the same instant: channel 1 will be the
one whose packet would be shipped first, channel K the one
whose packet would be shipped last.

With the above scheduling assumption, the delay bound of
packets of a channel i at node n is as follows:

d̂i,n =
i∑

j=1

tj,n + sup
j>i
{tj,n} (9)

This delay bound means that a packet of channel i has to wait
at most d̂i,n at node n. This delay bound is proved in the Theo-
rem 2.

B.2 Deadline Assignment and Scheduling

We modify the condition (6) a little bit into the following con-
dition:

xmin,i >

K∑
j=1

tj,n = τ, (i = 1, . . . ,K) (10)

The difference between (6) and (10) is that xmin.i is strictly
greater than

∑K
j=1 tj,n = τ .

Real arrival times of packets are distorted by packet schedul-
ing algorithm at previous nodes as in Figure 2. This distortion
complicates the process of scheduling packets at downstream
nodes since the real interval between two successive packets at

an intermediate node like node n is different from the original
committed interval of each channel at source node.

To solve this issue, and we use a similar jitter control tech-
nique as in [2], in which, if a packet p arrives early at a node, it
will be held in a waiting queue until a logical arrival time before
it is eligible for scheduling. We define the logical arrival time of
each packet pi of channel i at node n as:

api,n = gpi
+

n−1∑
j=1

d̂i,j (11)

We can see that now the traffic pattern of logical arrival times
of packets in one channel is the same as at the source node of
the channel because the constant

∑n−1
j=1 di,j is filtered out when

we subtract the logical arrival times of two successive packets.
We call packet p logically arrive at node n at time ap,n. From
now on, if we say that a packet arrives at a node, it means that
the packet logically arrives at a node.

We redefine the deadline of a packet p of channel i at a node
n as follows:

dlp∈i,n = ap∈i,n + d̂i,n (12)

⇒ dlp∈i,n = ap∈i,n +
i∑

j=1

tj,n + sup
j>i
{tj,n} (13)

Now the EDF scheduler uses the above deadline assignment
for each packet to choose the packet with closest deadline from
all logically arrived packets.

Lemma 1: With condition (10) and arrival times for packets
are computed as in (11), each channel from 1 to K has at most
one packet that has logical arrival time within any interval [t, t+
τ ].

Proof: Suppose that p′k, pk are two successive packets of
channel k going through the node n, and packet pk has arrival
time apk,n within [t, t+ τ ]:

t ≤ apk,n ≤ t+ τ (14)

Moreover, from (11) and xmin,k is the minimum interval be-
tween the departures of two successive packets at source gpk

−
gp′

k
≥ xmin,k, we have:

apk
− ap′

k
= gpk

− gp′
k
≥ xmin,k > τ (15)

From(14) and (15), we have ap′
k
< apk

−τ ≤ (t+τ)−τ = t, so
the logical arrival time ap′

k
of packet p′k is not within the interval

[t, t+ τ ]. 2

Lemma 2: With condition (10), the node n is empty at some
point, i.e. there is no queueing packet, within any interval [t, t+
τ ].
Proof: We prove this by contradiction. The node n is empty at
the beginning. Suppose that [t, t+ τ ] is the first interval that the
node n is not empty at any time within the interval, so we know
that node n is empty just before t. Due to Lemma 1, during
[t, t+ τ ], each channel has at most one packet logically arrives,
therefore the total service time of packets logically arriving dur-
ing [t, t + τ ] is at most

∑K
j=1 tj,n = τ . We know that node n
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is not empty during [t, t+ τ ] so during [t, t+ τ ], the node n al-
ways busy sending packets. However, the interval [t, t+ τ) has
total service time τ , which is greater than or equal to the total
service time of all packets that logically arrive during [t, t+ τ ].
Moreover, the node n is empty before t so no traffic remains at
t, therefore node n must be empty at t+ τ because it has sent all
its traffic during [t, t+τ). This results in contradiction. So node
n must be empty at some point within any interval [t, t+ τ ]. 2

This lemma means that if the utilization of a link is smaller
than 1, then during some interval, the arrival rate is smaller than
the departure rate then the node should be empty at some point
of time within the interval.

Lemma 3: If y > x if and only if d̂y,n > d̂x,n. In other
words, d̂j,n is a strictly increasing function of j.

Proof: If part: since x < y then
∑y

j=x+1 tj,n +supj>y{tj,n}
includes supj>x{tj,n} then

∑y
j=x+1 tj,n + supj>y{tj,n} >

supj>x{tj,n}. Therefore:

⇒
x∑

j=1

tj,n + (
y∑

j=x+1

tj,n + sup
j>y
{tj,n}) >

x∑
j=1

tj,n + sup
j>x
{tj,n}

⇒
y∑

j=1

tj,n + sup
j>y
{tj,n} >

x∑
j=1

tj,n + sup
j>x
{tj,n}

⇒ d̂y,n > d̂x,n

Only if part: in case d̂y,n > d̂x,n then x ≥ y is impossible since
• If x = y ⇒ d̂y,n = d̂x,n, which is different from d̂y,n > d̂x,n.
• If x > y then from the If part, we have d̂y,n < d̂x,n which is
different from d̂y,n > d̂x,n.
So d̂y,n > d̂x,n ⇔ y > x. 2

B.3 New Theorem

In this section, we provide a substitute theorem for the origi-
nal incorrect theorem by Ferrari et al. [1]. This theorem can be
generalized to task scheduling in single processor.

Theorem 2: With the Scheduling assumption 2, if the condi-
tion (10) holds and the deadlines for packets of a channel are
assigned as in (13), then the non-preemptive EDF scheduling
algorithm will guarantee the delay bound d̂i,n for each packet pi

of channel i at node n computed in (9).
Proof: Please note that, (10) implies that the utilization con-

dition (2) holds.
Suppose that pi of channel i is the first packet that can miss

its deadline at node n. pi arrives at node n on time at time api,n

computed from (11). Then the deadline for finish sending this
packet is dlpi,n = api,n + d̂i,n.

We set πpi
= dlpi,n − τ . Let us call π′pi

the most recent time
that the node n is empty i.e. there is no outstanding packet of
any channel. From Lemma 2, we know that the node n is empty
at some point within the interval [πpi , dlpi,n], then πpi ≤ π′pi

.
We only consider the interval (π′pi

, dlpi,n]. We do not need to
care about any packets before π′pi

since the node n is empty at
π′pi

. The length of the interval (π′pi
, dlpi,n] is:

dlpi,n − π′pi
≤ dlpi,n − πpi

= τ (16)

Figure 3 shows the time-line that would be beneficial for read-
ers to understand the following parts. Let ω be the last time
within (π′pi

, dlpi,n] that a packet pl of some channel l departs
the node n such that the packet’s logical arrival time is within
(πpi

, dlpi,n] and its deadline:

dlpl,n > dlpi,n (17)

We now have two cases:
a) If such a packet pl does not exist. Let k be the channel with

largest value k that has packet with deadline within (π′pi
, dlpi,n]

and still remains at the node in that interval, and let the packet
of channel k be pk. So we have:

dlpk,n ≤ dlpi,n (18)

We see that k ≥ i because channel i has a packet pi with
deadline within (π′pi

, dlpi,n] and still remains at the node during
the interval, since otherwise, the packet is forwarded before its
deadline. Node n is empty at π′pi

so we know that the packet
pk must arrive after π′pi

because it remains at the node in the
interval (π′pi

, dlpi,n]:

π′pi
< apk,n (19)

From (18)(19)

dlpi,n − π′pi
> dlpk,n − apk,n =

k∑
j=1

tj,n + sup
j>k
{tj,n} (20)

Now we have:
• During (π′pi

, dlpi,n], no packet of channels other than chan-
nels from 1 to k is forwarded since k is the channel that k
is largest that has a packet with deadline within (π′pi

, dlpi,n]
and no packet with deadline after dlpi,n is forwarded during
(π′pi

, dlpi,n].
• No channel from 1 to k has more than one packet during
(π′pi

, dlpi,n] since from Lemma 1, no channel has more than
one packet during any interval with length τ and the length in-
terval (π′pi

, dlpi,n] is smaller than or equal to τ , and the node n
is empty at π′pi

.
• Node n is not empty during (π′pi

, dlpi,n], so the node n must
be busy sending during (π′pi

, dlpi,n].
• Equation (19) shows that the length of (π′pi

, dlpi,n] is enough
to completely forward one packet for each channel from 1 to k.
The above reasons lead to a conclusion that: each chan-
nel from 1 to k has one packet completely forwarded during
(π′pi

, dlpi,n]. Furthermore, channel i has at most one packet
during (π′pi

, dlpi,n] due to Lemma 13, so the packet of channel
i completely forwarded during (π′pi

, dlpi,n] must be pi. Thus pi

does not miss its deadline dlpi,n. The equality of equation (9)
happens when i = k.

Intuitively, node n has served an amount q of traffic within an
interval, and a set S of packets that has at most an amount q of
traffic is the only set of packets that n can serve, therefore nmust
have served all packets in S. In addition, set S contains packet
pi, thus the packet pi must be forwarded within the interval.

3We only consider packets that logically arrives
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Fig. 3
TIME-LINE FOR PACKETS.

b) If that packet pl exists. Let k be the channel with the largest
value k that still has a packet not forwarded within the interval
(ω, dlpi,n] and such that the packet’s deadline is smaller than or
equal to dlpi,n. Let the packet of channel k be pk then:

dlpk,n ≤ dlpi,n (21)

We can see that
k ≥ i (22)

since otherwise if k < i, we know k is the channel that k is
largest and that channel has a packet that still remains at node n
within the interval (ω, dlpi,n] or such channel k does not exist
then channel i does not have any packet within (ω, dlpi,n] so the
packet pi must have been forwarded before deadline dlpi,n since
it is only packet of channel i due to Lemma 1.
pl departs node n at ω and pk still remains at node n at some

point within the interval (ω, dlpi,n], so we know that pl is for-
warded before pk. However, from (17) and (21), we have:

dlpk,n > dlpl,n (23)

This means that pk must arrive at node n after the start of
forwarding pl, otherwise, EDF scheduler would select pk to for-
ward instead of pl because pk has earlier deadline. Let fpl,n be
the time of start of forwarding the packet pl at node n, then:

fpl,n < ap,k (24)

It is obvious that the packet pl must be started to forward after
it has arrived, then:

apl,n ≤ fpl,n (25)

From (24)(25), we have:

apl,n < apk,n (26)

Combining (26)(23) and (12):

dlpk,n − apk,n < dlpl,n − apl,n ⇔ d̂k,n < d̂l,n (27)

Applying Lemma 3, d̂k,n < d̂l,n ⇒ k < l then tl,n is a member
of the set {tj,n : j > k} ⇒ supj>k{tj,n} ≥ tl,n. Let us define

φpk,n as follows:

φpk,n = apk
+ sup

j>k
{tj,n} ≥ apk

+ tl,n (28)

Furthermore, the completion of forwarding pl is at ω and the
maximum service time of a packet of channel l is at node n is
tl,n

⇒ ω − fpl,n ≤ tl,n ⇒ ω ≤ tl,n + fpl,n (29)

From (29)(24)(28):

⇒ ω ≤ tl,n + fpl,n ≤ tl,n + apl,k ≤ φpk,n (30)

Furthermore:

dlpk,n − φpk,n = (apk
+ sup

j>k
{tj,n}+

k∑
j=1

tj,n)−

(apk
+ sup

j>k
{tj,n})

=
k∑

j=1

tj,n (31)

Combining (30)(21)(31):

dlpi,n − ω ≥ dlpk,n − φpk,n =
k∑

j=1

tj,n (32)

Summing up:
• Equation (32) shows that the length of (ω, dlpi,n] is enough to
forward one packet of each channel from 1 to channel k.
• Only packets of channels from 1 to k are forwarded during
interval (ω, dlpi,n] since during (ω, dlpi,n] no packet with dead-
line after dlpi,n is forwarded and no channel c > k with packet
that has deadline within (ω, dlpi,n] forwarded during that inter-
val because we choose k to be the channel with largest k that has
a packet with deadline within (ω, dlpi,n] and the packet does not
departs node n before ω.
• No channel from 1 to k has more than one packet during
(ω, dlpi,n] since node n is empty at ω and from Lemma 1, no
channel has more than one packet arriving during any interval
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with length τ and the length interval (ω, dlpi,n] is smaller than
or equal to τ .
• Node n is not empty during (ω, dlpi,n], so the node n
must be busy sending during (ω, dlpi,n] and service an amount∑k

j=1 tk,n of traffic
From above reasons, we conclude that each channel from 1 to

k has one packet completely forwarded during (ω, dlpi,n]. Fur-
thermore, from (22), k ≥ i, this means that channel i has one
packet forwarded during (ω, dlpi,n], and it does not have any
other packet during (ω, dlpi,n] thanks to Lemma 1, so the packet
must be pi. Therefore, pi does not miss its deadline dlpi,n.

Again, the intuition of the above reasoning is that node n has
served an amount q of traffic within an interval, and a set S of
packets that has at most an amount q of traffic is the only set
of packets that n can serve, therefore n must have served all
packets in S. In addition, set S contains packet pi, thus the
packet pi must be forwarded within the interval.

The equality in equation (9) happens when k = i and one
packet pl of channel l such that tl,n = supj>i{tj,n} arrives just
before pi at time a−pi,n and packets of other channels from 1 to i
arrive just after that at time api,n then, the packet pi has to wait
for pl to finish and other packets of channels 1 to i− 1, then the
node will send packet pi and complete sending it at the delay
bound d̂i,n . 2

IV. CONCLUSION

We have revised a packet scheduling algorithm from its orig-
inal proof. The importance of this algorithm lies in the fact that
we can use it to deploy real-time packet switching network that
supports real-time distributed applications. In our new proof,
different from the original algorithm, the EDF algorithm is con-
sidered to reason about packet orders.

The non-preemptive EDF scheduling algorithm is also appli-
cable to several other real-time scheduling problems. The study
of the scheduling algorithm in this paper can help readers gain
more insight knowledge about general non-preemptive schedul-
ing algorithms.
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